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US Forces Afghanistan Retrograde: Aerial porters work with 
maintainers to load a CH-47 Chinook into a C-17 Globemaster III in 
support of the Resolute Support retrograde mission in Afghanistan, 
June 16, 2021. (U.S. Army photo by Sgt. 1st Class Corey Vandiver)
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Greetings LOG Nation!

We are now a few months removed from what 
might have been the best virtual LOA Symposium 
of all time. We saw more than 2,000 attendees, 
including some of our most senior logistics 
professionals across the Department of Defense 
and Industry. A huge thanks to our symposium 
leadership team of Col Kenneth Benton, Lt Col 
Dara Hobbs, and Ms. Jenna Fletcher and their 
amazing group of volunteers who navigated the 
virtual environment perfectly! Additionally, a big 
thanks to our event planning team, EventPower. 
Lastly, a huge thanks to our Corporate/
Industry partners, for without their support, our 
Symposiums would not be the professionally-
driven event it is. We are headed to Salt Lake City 
for the 2022 National Symposium, and it will be 
in-person with a bit of virtual!

I am extremely honored, humbled, and excited 
to be just one small part of a phenomenal LOA 
leadership team! As your new President, I look 
forward to serving beside each of you as we 
continue this amazing 2021 LOA season and push 
into 2022! 

President,  
Logistics Officer Association

Jason Kalin

F R O M  T H E  P R E S I D E N T

LOA President’s Letter

With that said, you have the best Executive Board 
team, with Ms. Jenna Fletcher as vice president, 
Maj Holly Gramkow as financial officer, Maj Alex 
Pagano, as information officer and the infamous 
Mr. JonDavid “JD” Duvall, as operations officer. 
Together, with our Board of Advisors and all of 
the Team LOA Staff, we will focus on serving every 
one of you, and in the process strive to ensure you 
experience what this amazing organization has to 
offer. 

So what is ahead for LOG Nation? For starters, 
continuing to advance the top logistics initiatives 
and what our great organization can do 
throughout the year on Theory of Constraints, 
Repair Network Integration, the Industrial Base 
and Additive Manufacturing. TESSERACT and 
Art of the Possible thinking will drive the CSAF 
initiative to Accelerate Change or Lose. Also, as 
Lt Gen Berry has said, we need to think Persistent 
Logistics, how do we posture, sense, and respond 
to future conflicts.
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Jason Kalin 
 
President 
Logistics Officer Association

LOA University has now become a twice a year 
event with even broader professionally-driven 
educational content for our communities. We will 
continue the momentum and execute an October 
event like last year, centered around our LOG 
Nation initiatives. 

There is unprecedented professional education 
change in our 21X communities. This includes 
new competency-based training, which is a 
fundamental change to advance the way we think 
of a problem to drive critical thinking and effective 
decision-making. The focus will be on observing 
behaviors tailored for the individual officer’s 
proficiency level. We are also seeing a complete 
review and change of educational content for our 
basic, intermediate, and senior developmental 
courses for both officers and civilians. LOA will 
stay engaged with HAF so we can leverage 
these changes in our LOA University content and 
offerings during the annual symposium.  

Lastly, I visited AFLOS recently to see and talk with 
the students about all things Air Force Sustainment 
and how the Depot works and talked with our 
instructors. To see how they are training our young 
officers with such a diverse cadre of instructors was 
incredible… definitely servant leaders! We even 
snuck in a photo with the “Maintenance Man” at the 
Sheppard AFB main gate.

In closing, I remain amazed what each of you do 
day in and day out to support the warfighter! I am 
honored and humbled to be your LOA President. 
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Editor’s Letter 
Friends,

What a great LOA Symposium! Over two thousand 
members joined in the numerous sessions, 
and the feedback was fantastic. I actually had 
the opportunity to visit the Executive Board’s 
symposium headquarters and watch the beehive 
at work. I can tell you this: we have an impressive 
and dedicated team that truly cares about this 
organization, its impact, and its ability to serve as a 
developmental booster rocket. We’re lucky to have 
them leading the effort.

This is an exciting time to be a logistician. I recently 
took command of an off-equipment maintenance 
unit in Qatar, and I see the excitement first-hand. We 
closed Bagram Air Base, Afghanistan’s largest US 
military presence. Afghanistan retrograde is in full 
effect, with equipment regularly moving through 
and out of the theater. And as we leave Afghanistan, 
our Defense Department is also posturing support 
for the Department of State’s efforts to evacuate our 
Afghani allies. This is all happening as we shift from 
believing in military dominance against near-peers 
to instead considering great power competition 
against Russia and China. 

It is an exciting time to be a logistician, and I’m 
happy to be one with you, at this time, addressing a 
new generation of challenges.

Montanna J. Ewers
Chief Editor 
Exceptional Release Journal

Montanna J. Ewers 
 
Chief Editor 
Exceptional Release Journal

Please enjoy this summer edition of your 
Exceptional Release. We discuss new 
technologies, emerging concepts, upstart teams, 
and Education with Industry. We also have two 
articles covering leading and logistics during a 
worldwide pandemic. I encourage you to read 
them all and share your thoughts on them via 
Facebook, LinkedIn, or discussions at the Officers 
Club.

As always, this is your Exceptional Release. 
Please let me know if you have any comments or 
concerns, problems or questions, or anything else 
you want to share about the publication. Lastly, 
please consider writing for us. The conversation 
on things you care about can’t happen unless you 
share your thoughts. Please do! You can contact 
me directly via editor@loanational.org, LinkedIn, 
or Facebook.

Thank you again for the opportunity to serve as 
your editor of your Exceptional Release.

mailto:editor%40loanational.org?subject=
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US Forces Afghanistan Retrograde: Aerial 
porters work with maintainers to load a 
UH-60L Blackhawk helicopter into a C-17 
Globemaster III in support of the Resolute 
Support retrograde mission in Afghanistan, 
June 16, 2021. (U.S. Army photo by Sgt. 1st 
Class Corey Vandiver)

P H O T O  H I G H L I G H T

7  
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Leading During a Pandemic,  
the Commanders’ Perspective
By: Jerry C. Stonecipher, Ryan S. Fisher, 
and George E. Bailey

The term graduated commander is earned by 
successfully completing a squadron command 
tour, and the commanders who sat in the chair 
during 2020 earned it! Though it may be the 
premier position for a young officer, it is also 
one of the most challenging, especially during 
a global pandemic. We reached out to over 
100 logistics commanders who were in the seat 
during the pandemic to find out how they led 

their organizations and what we can all learn 
from their unique experience. The commanders 
provided us enough information for a series of 
articles, but we wanted to start with how the scale 
of the pandemic caused commanders to rethink 
priorities; balancing their focus between people 
and mission, finding creative ways to accomplish 
the mission, and the advice they would give the 
next generation of commanders.

Image Above: U.S. Air Force Basic Military Training Graduation and Coining Ceremony. A U.S. Air Force basic military graduation 
and coining ceremony are held March 11, 2021, for the 324th Training Squadron at the Pfingston Reception Center at Joint Base San 
Antonio-Lackland, Texas. Due to COVID-19 restrictions, the graduation ceremonies are closed to the public but are live-streamed on 
the USAF BMT Facebook page every Thursday at 9 a.m. (U.S. Air Force photo by Johnny Saldivar)
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ADVICE FOR THE NEXT GENERATION 
OF COMMANDERS 

“We are entrusted as sentries 
of our nation’s weapons and 
national warfighting resources. 
We should operate in a more 
tactical and resilient manner. 
We shouldn’t have or display 
the same fear as the greater 
populace. In short, we are 
expected to run into difficult 
situations with bravery and 
courage.”  

(Lt Col Allen R. Miller, Commander 436th 
Supply Chain Operations Squadron (SCOS), 
Dover AFB, DE, Personal Communication, 
March 2021)

Historically, commanders could reach out to 
senior mentors, their command chain, graduated 
commanders and even their peers for advice 
on challenging situations. In 2020, the current 
generation of squadron commanders faced a 
challenge that none of their leaders or mentors 
could provide advice based on direct knowledge 
and experience. They were indeed the first!

Many of the commanders were not deterred 
because they felt the situation was always going 
to be unique. “My pandemic is not going to be the 
same as their pandemic, just like the people who 
were in the Gulf War have no idea what we went 
through in Afghanistan, it’s just reality.” (Maj Robert 
Fekete, Commander 4th Logistics Readiness 
Squadron (LRS), Seymour Johnson AFB, NC, 
Personal Communication, February 2021)

Responding to a pandemic is clearly different than 
reacting to an enemy attack or implementing a 
planned mission set if for no other reason than the 
scale that impacts priorities, focus, and leadership. 
Lt Col Heather Wooten, who was the Commander 
of the 48th LRS at RAF Lakenheath in the UK at the 
beginning of the pandemic, expressed what many 
of the commanders felt, 

“It was extremely challenging, yet I think when 
you have something of this magnitude happen to 
the world and to your unit, you realize you have 
to set priorities very fast. Priority One for me was 
getting everybody home and making sure we 
had accountability and then Priority Two in my 
mind was...we still have an operational mission.” 
(Personal Communication, March 2021)

Keeping Airmen focused, amid the pandemic 
that was altering their lives and affecting their 
friends and family, was also a significant challenge 
according to Lt Col Eric Peele, Commander, 
27th Special Operations Aircraft Maintenance 
Squadron (AMXS) at Cannon AFB, NM, “Our 
biggest challenge was communicating to our force 
the necessary risk we were taking due to our alert 
mission and FAD I operational mission.” (Personal 
Communication, February 2022)

We reached out to over 100 
logistics commanders who 
were in the seat during the 
pandemic to find out how they 
led their organizations and 
what we can all learn from their 
unique experience.
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ADVICE FOR THE NEXT GENERATION 
OF COMMANDERS 

“You really have to take a 
hard look (at) how they can 
strike balance and maybe 
balance is wrong term...being 
able to support your mission 
requirements and being able 
to support your people...say 
harmony.”  “Right now, you have 
to find what works best. The 
command team’s sole purpose 
is to work their (the Airman’s) 
issue. And so, they have to, at all 
levels, communicate.”  

(Lt Col Jason Purcell, Commander, 436th 
AMXS at Charleston AFB, SC, Personal 
Communication, February 2021)

Lt Col Wooten’s “Priority One” and Lt Col Purcell’s 
need for “harmony” identified the importance 
of finding the balance between focusing on 
your mission and taking care of your people. 
“Finding this balance [between focusing on your 
mission and taking care of your people] is always 
a challenge and often the foundation of success 
or failure of a commander.” ‘Mission First, People 
Always’ refers to the philosophy that if you take 
care of your people, they will take care of the 
mission. Over time the phrase shifted to ‘People 
First, Mission Always’ yet when it comes time for 
evaluations, commanders are not necessarily 
measured on their ability to take care of their 
people, but more on the success of their mission. 

This inherently leads to commanders often 
thinking mission first.

“I think that I have been really mission minded 
throughout my whole career. Growing up as 
a lieutenant and a captain you learn about 
mission first, then people. Through the 
pandemic, I’ve had to practice being more 
emotionally intelligent. As a female, I strive not 
to come across as emotional because I want to 
be taken seriously. It is important for a leader 
to be professional, caring, fair, and authentic. 
Finding the balance between showing your 
Airmen that you care while not coming 
across as less ‘Commanding’ as a female can 
be a challenge.” (Lt Col Katherine Geranis, 
Commander 316th LRS at Joint Base Andrews, 
Air Force District of Washington (AFDW), 
Personal Communication, March 2021)

Lt Col Jennifer Neris, Commander of Defense 
Logistics Agency Energy Middle East, Naval 
Support Activity, Bahrain may have captured the 
commander’s thoughts best when she explained, 
“These types of events affect everyone differently 
and that makes it difficult for leaders because 
one size leadership doesn’t work.” (Personal 
Communication, February 2021) Traditional 
leadership concepts did not always work in this 
environment, especially communication, and 
commanders required flexibility to ensure the 
balance of mission and the welfare of their people.

The commanders consistently highlighted 
how difficult it was to adjust their missions to 
the COVID-19 risks and restrictions required 
to protect their Airmen. This pandemic forced 
them to find new ways to execute the priority 1 
and priority 1A concept in what was, prior to the 
pandemic, considered a permissive environment. 
Communication was key and became more 
challenging as traditional methods of delivering 
orders face-to-face were not always an option. 
Commanders were forced to be creative and 
accept methods outside of their comfort zones. 
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ADVICE FOR THE NEXT GENERATION 
OF COMMANDERS 

“Don’t wait for the group or 
wing to make a decision. If 
you do, you may be waiting a 
long time and it may hinder/
hurt your people and your 
mission. Senior Leaders are 
trusting commanders to 
command. If the wing finally 
pushes guidance, great, but as 
long as you execute and stay 
in the moral, ethical, and legal 
bounds, you’re good.” 
 
(Lt Col Bryan “Flo” Florio, Commander 
355th AMXS, Davis-Monthan AFB, AZ, 
Personal Communication, February 2021)

“Listen to your troops, adapt and overcome. As 
the commander, you may have to go into areas 
that are not your comfort zone. For me it was 
excessive Social Media. Those that have not 
done so are struggling more than others.” (Lt 
Col Christopher Dupuis, Commander 2nd LRS, 
Barksdale AFB, LA, Personal Communication, 
February 2021)

Commanders like Maj Donald Bolda, 49th 
Component Maintenance Squadron (CMS) at 
Holloman AFB, NM, embraced the situation and 
enhanced their organizations communication plan. 

“I arrived in June 2020 and the unit took a ‘I just 
walk around and talk to people’ approach which 
heavily relied on word of mouth. Seemed noble 
and consistent with classic leadership models 
but I was not content with the assumption info 
was not getting diluted or forgotten when 
translated to the mid-shifters or even swing 
shifters, so I spent about $5K for a Zoom Gov 
account. It was a bit of culture shock and one 
of those ‘hard sells’ at the time but soon when 
the extra restrictions kicked in, people were 
glad we already had a solution.” (Personal 
Communication, March 2021)

DAF Senior Leaders Receive COVID-19 Vaccine. Chief Master Sgt. of the Air Force JoAnne S. Bass receives the COVID-19 vaccine from 
Senior Airman Aidan Herring, an allergy technician with 316th Medical Squadron, at Joint Base Anacostia-Bolling, Washington, D.C., Jan. 
12, 2021. (U.S. Air Force photo by Eric Dietrich)
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Communication was at the core for the 
commanders we spoke to that were able to find Lt 
Col Purcell’s concept of “harmony,” but they also 
identified a need to understand what you control, 
listen to your personnel, and be creative and 
flexible in finding solutions that are unique to your 
mission and people. 

Understanding what you control, and do 
not control is essential to being flexible as a 
commander. It is important to highlight that the 
support nature of logistics commanders and their 
missions’ results in being directly responsive to 
operational decisions. This responsiveness, or 
linkage if you prefer, meant that one of the most 
critical methods of adjusting to the pandemic and 
protecting Airmen was to reduce flying operations, 
but that was outside the control of logistics 
commanders.

Some wings did adjust mission requirements 
including the 355th Wing at Davis-Monthan 
AFB where Lt Col Bryan “Flo” Florio Commands 
the 355th AMXS told us that “We did go ultra-
conservative in Mar ’20 based on a lot of unknowns 
of COVID at the time, so we did reduce flying 
combining both Aircraft Maintenance Units (AMUs) 
based on initial criteria of high-risk individuals.” 
(Personal Communication, February 2021) Slowing 
the operational pace was the quickest way to allow 
support commanders to protect their personnel 
while still accomplishing the mission.

However, not all wings could or would adjust the 
operational pace, “Our Aerial Port did not have 
the option to telework during COVID, people and 
pallets still needed to move so we did our best to 
mitigate the risks and ensure mission execution.” 
(Maj Kaylee McLean, Commander, 305th Aerial 

DAF Senior Leaders Receive COVID-19 Vaccine. Air Force Chief of Staff Gen. Charles Q. Brown, Jr. receives the COVID-19 vaccine 
from Senior Airman Aidan Herring, an allergy technician with 316th Medical Squadron, at Joint Base Anacostia-Bolling, Washington, 
D.C., Jan. 12, 2021. (U.S. Air Force photo by Eric Dietrich)
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Port Squadron (APS) Joint Base McGuire-Dix-
Lakehurst, NJ, Personal Communication, March 
2021)

If the pace of operations could not be affected, 
then commanders had to be creative and 
flexible in finding solutions that met the mission 
requirements, COVID-19 restrictions, and kept 
their personnel connected. Telework was a quick 
secondary option, but we heard loud and clear 
from many of the commanders with elements that 
could only accomplish their mission in-person 
including maintenance, vehicle operations, and 
aerial ports where large-scale telework was simply 
not an option.

“I am an aircraft maintenance squadron 
commander, so the majority of my Airmen’s 
work is hands-on the aircraft.” (Lt Col Jeremiah 
Gottberg, Commander 55th AMXS at Offutt AFB, 
NE, Personal Communication, January 2021)

“Telework isn’t as useful to a maintenance 
organization as it might be to other mission 
sets.” (Lt Col Nickole Lensgraf, 39th 
Maintenance Squadron (MXS) at Incirlik AB, 
Turkey, Personal Communication, February 2021)

“There are certain AFSCs that realistically 
cannot telework. For example, if you repair 
vehicles as your primary AFSC, you cannot 
realistic complete that job via a telework 
option.” (Lt Col Katherine Geranis, Commander 
316th LRS at Joint Base Andrews, AFDW, 
Personal Communication, March 2021)

The inability to control the operational pace 
or utilize telework options left many logistics 
commanders looking to their personnel for unique 
opportunities to protect their personnel and still 
deliver the essential mission support required by 
operations.

ADVICE FOR THE NEXT GENERATION 
OF COMMANDERS 

“It has never been more 
important to communicate 
and be transparent. I have 
always tried to be a transparent 
commander, but I struggle to 
be visible during COVID-19. Be 
in front, don’t stop leading and 
don’t stop being available. Give 
your personnel the opportunity 
to be creative, even during a 
crisis. You have to pay attention 
to people. It is easy to use a big 
crisis situation to focus on the 
overall mission and overlook 
little things, like an individual’s 
personal or family challenges. 
Remember that little things 
matter to people and if you 
ignore them too long, they will 
become big things.” 
 
(Lt Col Joseph Montoro, Commander 
422nd Supply Chain Management 
Squadron (SCMS) at Tinker AFB, OK, 
Personal Communication, February 2021)
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Lt Col Montoro’s “Give your personnel the 
opportunity to be creative” phrase was repeated 
often during our conversations. It is clear that 
commanders need to trust their people to find the 
solution as demonstrated by Lt Col John Barry, 
Commander, 5th AMXS at Minot AFB, ND. 

“We recognized that we didn’t have the right 
answer, but we thought maybe our Airmen 
would. After giving the Airmen and NCOs one 
week off the flightline to solve the problem, 
then we let them loose on Monday; by Tuesday 
afternoon they had an awesome plan. It’s 
something that we all never even thought of. 
We went on a four/three schedule, four days on 
and three days off, and oh-by-the-way, that four/
three schedule, it’s not 12-hour shifts anymore. 
They are 10-hour shifts so there was a two-hour 
natural overlap.” (Personal Communication, 
February 2021) 

Through the innovative minds of his Airmen during 
six months of the pandemic, the B-52 aircraft never 
had higher aircraft availability (AA) and mission 
capability (MC) rates and was producing more 
sorties than the operational squadrons could use. 
As Lt Col Barry said, “We were choking them with 
sorties.” (Personal Communication, February 2021)

Similarly, Lt Col Geranis looked to her personnel 
who recommended a shift to pods to ensure the 
mission of the presidential transition could be 
supported while still protecting her personnel 
from COVID-19. 

“I started assigning people to groups called 
‘pods’ when repairing on vehicles. I wanted 
to make sure there were the correct specialty 
levels in each pod and that there was proper 
supervision.” Lt Col Geranis found that the pod 
concept not only improved the operation but 
also the relationship and engagement with 
supervision. “I feel like when you have a tight 
small team like that, you get a lot more out of 
it because then a supervisor of the pod can 
really know their Airmen. They can know the 
strengths and weaknesses in their workmanship. 
They can know their work ethic. They are able 
to give good feedback on how to improve so 
that our airmen can feel successful and have all 
the tools they need to be successful.” (Personal 
Communication, March 2021)

The use of shifts, pods, or teams was a common 
response by the commanders and balanced the 
need to get the mission done while trying to 
protect the Airmen as Maj Ammon Hennessee, 
Commander of the 23rd AMXS at Moody AFB, GA, 
explains. 

“Flightline workers still are required to come 
to work so we found ways to keep people 
socially distanced. We worked 12-hr shifts but 
would only be at work for 2 days one week and 
the next week would be 3 days. Initially while 
in HPCON C, we did 4 shifts (A, B, C, D) that 
worked independent of one another so that 
we wouldn’t cross contaminate each other and 
could keep operating if a rash of personnel 
on a given shift went down. A & C shifts were 
day shifts that alternated and B & D were the 
night shifts that alternated. Day shift to night 
shift would not physically interact and would 
do turnover via telephone and would let us 
know when the building was clear.” (Personal 
Communication, February 2021)
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Splitting up personnel into teams and using 
flexible shift combinations enabled the mission 
to be completed while following the COVID-19 
protocols required to protect their personnel. 
However, the commanders identified significant 
concerns and side effects.

Several commanders commented about a 
disconnection in the unit because shift schedules 
did not overlap, or pods were kept isolated from 
others and virtual communication just did not fill 
the gap.

“I think my team has felt very disconnected 
because people are on different shifts for safety 
reasons. During this command, I was way more 
worried about the mental health issues and 
potential suicides that this pandemic could 
create than I was about getting COVID because 
we were working smartly and were protecting 
ourselves in accordance with CDC guidelines 
and the Installation Commander’s guidance. 
You know, you don’t hear about a lot of military 
members dying of COVID-19, but you do hear 
about military members or their families dying 

of suicide and COVID-19 certainly exacerbated 
that.” (Lt Col Katherine Geranis, Commander 
316th LRS at Joint Base Andrews, AFDW, 
Personal Communication, March 2021)

“I think utilizing virtual/’telepresence’ 
applications can greatly enhance/supplement 
effective communication and contact with 
members of a squadron. That said, I do 
NOT think it can take the place of engaged 
leadership or the close, personal relationships 
that are built by interacting with your team 
in-person. Especially for a combat coded, 
operational unit that will go downrange 
together.” (Maj Jonathan Hoefing, Commander 
366th Munitions Squadron (MUNS) at Mountain 
Home AFB, ID, Personal Communication, 
February 2021)

Minimal manning, isolated pods, creative shifts, 
and sheer determination of exceptional Airmen 
kept the mission flowing. However, several 
commanders said the tradeoff was seen in the 
non-mission tasks. Those simply had to be put 
aside to meet the mission or they just became 
exceedingly difficult in the environment.

“In-shop workers was 50%. We just got behind. 
The mission never stopped…we still had people 
in to get the mission done. We really started to 
decline, and we were behind on most things. 
Anything administrative, any type of task, we 
were behind. We couldn’t keep it up long 
term.” (Lt Col Clayton Sieler, Commander 1st 
Special Operations MUNS at Hurlburt Field, FL, 
Personal Communication, March 2021)

Commanders used a variety of communication 
tools, challenged each level of supervision to 
engage, and were diligent in trying to counter 
these negative impacts of social distancing, shift 
separation, and isolation. A clear take away is 
the need for further training for supervisors at all 
levels on leading teams in a virtual or separated 
environment.

Commanders used a variety 
of communication tools, 
challenged each level of 
supervision to engage, and 
were diligent in trying to 
counter these negative impacts 
of social distancing, shift 
separation, and isolation.  
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ADVICE FOR THE NEXT GENERATION 
OF COMMANDERS 

“Plan for long term—I initially 
thought like everyone else 
that we’d be back on track 
after several months but now 
that we are arriving to the 
1-year anniversary of the stop 
movement it’s still going to be 
a while before we are out of the 
woods. Embrace virtual tools 
early and have an executable 
telework capability available if 
the need should ever arise.”  
 
(Maj Jacob Jensen, Commander 65th 
Logistics Readiness Squadron at Lajes Field, 
Azores, Portugal, Personal Communication, 
March 2021)

Logistics Readiness, Contracting and Supply Chain 
Operations/Management Squadrons structure and 
mission supplied them greater flexibility to take 
advantage of off-site options like teleworking. 

“Before COVID hit, the 316th Contracting 
Squadron was 100% telework capable with 
each member of the squadron having their 
own laptop and internal IT support. During 
the past 11 months, we have maintained a max 
telework posture while also allowing members 
to utilize the contracting building for small 
meetings or the option to work from the office. 
On average, about 85% of the squadron has 
been working from home — 54 members. At 
any given time, there are about 10 personnel 
who are physically working within the facility. 
The virtual environment, over the last 11 months, 
has evolved through constant communication 
and flight leadership empowerment. While 
not perfect, the squadron has been extremely 
effective and realized no mission degradation.” 
(Maj Brandon Sandoval, Commander 316th 
Contracting Squadron (CONS) at Joint Base 
Andrews, AFDW, Personal Communication, 
March 2021)

Many commanders used this capability early in 
the pandemic and then adjusted as the threat was 
better understood. 

“In the initial phase of COVID-19 (Mar - ~May) 
we had 35–45% of our personnel working on site 
and the remaining ~60% in a telework or safety/
weather leave status. Telework production has 
improved significantly. At the squadron level, 
I’m still doing most of my meetings via MS 
Teams. In my opinion, we all save significant 
travel time and accomplish much more via 
virtual meetings.” (Lt Col Mitchell Parker, 
Commander 22nd LRS at McConnell AFB, KS, 
Personal Communication, January 2021)

Telework was a safe 
option that allowed these 
organizations to conduct 
the mission without putting 
their personnel in any 
unnecessary risk but like the 
shifts and pods concepts, 
there were challenges...
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Lt Col Miller’s 436th SCOS at Dover AFB, DE, 
demonstrated this flexibility early. 

“Before I took command, our squadron rapidly 
transitioned to 100% telework along with most 
of the Air Force. When I took command in mid-
June, I changed our posture to allow up to 10% 
of personnel to return to building as needed. 
Shortly thereafter, we moved to an ‘up to 25%’ 
limit. Then, we removed all restrictions on 
the percent of folks allowed to come into the 
building. We still offer ‘max telework’ and give 
flights the flexibility to bring as many folks as 
needed. For the last few months about 25% of 
folks are in the building each day. This posture 
has allowed flights to conduct in-person 
training, enlistments, mentoring and such in 
person.” (Personal Communication, March 2021)

Telework was a safe option that allowed these 
organizations to conduct the mission without 
putting their personnel in any unnecessary risk 
but like the shifts and pods concepts, there were 
challenges to the telework options as identified by 
the commanders. 

A lack of technology, or systems that were not 
ready to handle the load required by teleworking, 
were raised by our commanders as serious 
impediments to the flexibility to maintain 
communication.

“Initially, many of our folks had issues with 
VPN, but the AF quickly solved that issue. Next, 
we had issues with some folks not having the 
appropriate technology for meetings using MS 
Teams. That resolved itself within a few months.” 
(Lt Col Mitchell Parker, Commander 22nd LRS at 
McConnell AFB, KS, Personal Communication, 
January 2021)

“… the Air Force Comm/IT backbone is 
atrocious (at least in my experience over the 
past few years). NIPR connectivity it unreliable, 
Microsoft Teams has been unreliable, our 
computers in general have been unreliable. In 
short, I firmly believe we are the world’s best 
Air Force with one of the worst IT systems. If 
you ask me if my team is set up for success in 
regards to IT, the answer is absolutely not. I 
mention this because a virtual environment 
assumes the technology can support it. The Air 
Force is miserably failing in this realm.” (Lt Col 
Jeremiah Gottberg, Commander 55th AMXS 
at Offutt AFB, NE, Personal Communication, 
March 2021)

Like the disconnected feel of the shifts and pods, 
several commanders felt the telework environment 
created a challenge to building relationships, 
especially for isolated Airmen and new personnel.

“Virtual engagement hindered in building 
relationships for all but those who like video 
games, and even then, still hurts work 
performance. We have people who joined the 
AF during COVID and have no idea it is more 
than just a job and a dorm room.” (Maj Wesley 
Ekwall, Commander 62nd APS, Joint Base 
Lewis-McChord, WA, Personal Communication, 
January 2021)

This final piece of advice for commanders was so 
honest and powerful we wanted to place it here 
at the end, so it is the last thought in the minds of 
you and our future commanders. Thank you, Lt Col 
Wooten and all the commanders who made this 
article possible.
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ADVICE FOR THE NEXT GENERATION OF COMMANDERS

“I think you just need to be calm. You need to realize you’re ready. 
Whether you think you are or not. You need to work through scenarios 
like these in your head and not approach them in the ’glad I wasn’t 
that person’, but ’I’m ready for when I am that person’ and we need 
confident people to move into Command and be ready to execute. 
Because if you’re not confident, you’re going to stall out and as soon as 
you hesitate, your folks are going to lose faith that you can lead them 
through uncertain times. And so, I’m not saying that you need to fake 
it. You almost have to fake yourself a little bit, but you are ready for this. 
I do think the military prepares you for it. Pressure brings clarity and as 
we purposefully move through actions, leaders are ready for it. They 
just need to believe in themselves.”  
 
(Lt Col Heather Wooten, Commander 48th LRS at RAF Lakenheath, UK and Commander 
Advanced Maintenance and Munitions Operations School (AMMOS) at Nellis AFB, NV, Personal 
Communication, March 2021)

Without question the logistic commanders who 
were in the seat during 2020 graduated with 
honors! They each found their own path, trusted 
their people to find the right answers and do the 
right thing during a global crisis that affected their 
lives and the lives of their family members, and 
never failed to support the mission of their wing 
and our Air Force.

Are there areas we can improve in terms of 
communication and technology, absolutely, and 
these leaders are the key to the identification 
and understanding of these new requirements 
so we can better prepare the next generation of 
commanders.

The Air Force’s recent addition of digital literacy 
as a foundation competency is a great step 

forward. Air Education and Training Command 
(AETC) defines digital literacy as a person who 
uses technology to identify, critically evaluate 
and synthesize data and information; explore, 
create, and manage digital content; and 
appropriately interaction in a virtual environment. 
Our discussions with these commanders clearly 
indicated that “appropriately interaction in a 
virtual environment” is going to be foundational to 
leadership today and in the future.

As we mentioned in the beginning, these amazing 
commanders supplied us far more information 
than we could fit in a single article, and we still 
have a list of commanders ready to share their 
thoughts...so more to come!
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Servicemembers of the 332nd Air Expeditionary Wing Receive COVID Vaccine. Tech. Sgt. Amanda Grant carefully fills a shot of the 
Moderna vaccine. February 20 2021 marked the day that the initial group of Moderna COVID-19 vaccine recipients in the 332nd AEW 
received their 2nd dose of the shot, somewhere in an undisclosed location in Southwest Asia.
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U.S. Air Force BMT Trainees Receive Vaccine. Capt. Sarah 
Gilbert, (center, kneeling) 59th Medical Wing clinical nurse, 
discusses the COVID-19 vaccine with a basic trainee assigned to 
the 37th Training Wing at Wilford Hall Ambulatory Surgical Center, 
Joint Base San Antonio, Texas, May 14, 2021. This was the first 
time the vaccine was offered to Air Force basic military training 
trainees. (U.S. Air Force photo by Tech. Sgt. Tory Patterson)

P H O T O  H I G H L I G H T
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Cowtown LOA Chapter 
Maximizes EWI Partnership
By: Capt Mitch Przybocki

Captain Kera Clark, a Logistics Readiness 
officer, and Captain Mitch Przybocki, an Aircraft 
Maintenance officer, are participating in the 
Education with Industry Fellowship (EWI). Both 
have been embedded in teams at Lockheed Martin 
Aeronautics, in Fort Worth, Texas since late August 
of 2020. 

EWI is a career broadening opportunity for Airmen 
of all ranks and from many career fields; for 21X 
officers it is a Special Experience Exchange Duty. 

This selective program is sponsored through the 
Air Force Institute of Technology (AFIT). “EWI 
is designed to develop Air Force leaders with 
greater business acumen and empathy with the 
expertise to implement innovative practices when 
they return to the Air Force. Upon completion, 
graduates are assigned to Air Force duty 
consistent with their EWI experience.” (AFIT.edu) 
The fellowship submerges an Airman into industry 
for 10 months and culminates in an end-of-course 
Capstone project. 

Image Above: Lockheed Martin hosted EWI Crossflow between Apple and Lockheed Fellows in Texas.

Fort Worth, Texas
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The EWI Fellows have had a unique experience, 
even compared to other EWI experiences, due to 
the nature of Lockheed Martin. While both Capt 
Clark and Capt Przybocki have gained insight to 
industry best practices, their work supports the 
Warfighter. 

Both Capt Clark and Capt Przybocki have been 
working in the Sustainment team of Lockheed 
Martin Aeronautics. They have specifically been 
involved with roles to help improvement the 
sustainment of F-35 aircraft for all variants (F-35A, 
F-35B, and F-35C) that are operated and sustained 
by multiple partner nations. 

Capt Clark has been supporting supply projects 
while Capt Przybocki spent the first six months of 
the fellowship in the Keep ‘em Flying (KEF) Agile 
cell. The agile cells at Lockheed Martin were 
established to solve problems more rapidly. They 
exist to shatter bureaucratic silos. 

Support from Senior Leaders and  
Enhanced Partnership

Further adding to the uniqueness of the EWI 
Fellowship at Lockheed Martin is the fact that the 
company the Fellows are working with has a local 
LOA chapter, as opposed to the regional chapters 
other Fellows can link-up with during partnerships 
at companies such as Amazon, UPS, or Delta.

The veteran presence at Lockheed Martin includes 
the senior leadership levels. There are several 
retired General Officers, including Vice President 
of Sustainment Operations Bruce Litchfield 
(Lieutenant General, Ret, USAF). 

Mr. Litchfield serves as the Cowtown Chapter 
Senior mentor at the Fort Worth complex. 
He recently sponsored a LOA Professional 
Development session that included the two 
Lockheed Martin Fellows, Enlisted Career 
Broadener TSgt Jordan DeJesus, Lockheed Martin 
employees, and two other CGO EWI Fellows at 
Amazon and Apple.

Cowtown LOA hosted Lieutenant General Bruce Litchfield (ret) for current Air Force EWI 
and Career Broadening leaders as well as Lockheed Martin personnel)
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The [LOA professional development] session was 
an invaluable mentorship opportunity for the 
members still in uniform as well as the industry 
teammates; they were able to hear perspective 
from a retired Air Force senior leader and current 
industry leader. There was Q&A with Litchfield 
but also a chance for the tactical F-35 leader to 
communicate and learn about the F-35 Action 
Requests (AR) reduction efforts at Lockheed 
Martin. 

Captain Paulina Morales, an Aircraft Maintenance 
officer at Apple, shared the perspective many 
maintainers have in field about their support. 
Additionally, the KEF Cell Leader Mo Hashmi was 
able to share the projects and initiatives he leads 
to reduce ARs. Both sides of the sustainment 
partnership benefited as tactical leaders were 
able to have a glimpse of the other person’s 
perspective. 

EWI Crossflow at Lockheed Martin

Besides the Professional Development event to 
partner EWI Fellows and the Lockheed Martin 
employees, Lockheed Martin Sustainment hosted 
a small, reduced crossflow on April 13 in Fort 
Worth. The event was limited to just one logistician 
Fellow who is serving in Austin, Texas, Capt 
Paulina Morales. This ensured pandemic limitation 
requirements were met.

The Fellows had some mentorship from leaders, 
viewed the F-35 production line and process, and 
even tested their pilot skills in a simulator.

Cowtown Chapter and Delta EWI Fellows  
Tag Up with Blackjacks Chapter

The Cowtown EWI Fellows were able to coordinate 
a site visit with two Fellows at Delta Tech-Ops, 
Captain Andrew Blaizer and MSgt Justin Mirante. 
The group of EWI Fellows were able to share 
experience crosstalk and share lessons learned, 
something that has been more difficult with less 
travel during a pandemic. The Fellows also helped 
redefine their capstone research and saw some 
field level operations of Lockheed Martin end-
users.

The Fellows were hosted by the Blackjacks 
Chapter at Nellis AFB. The Blackjacks Chapter was 
able to provide the Fellows with the collaboration 
and learning opportunity. The group gathered 
in a conference room with 10 maintenance 
officers, including the Deputy Maintenance 
Group Commander Lt Col Jeff Kaepp. Each 
Fellow briefed their experience so far, lessons 
learned, and aspects of their Capstone. The 
officers at Nellis AFB were able to learn about the 
EWI Fellowship as a Career Broadening Special 
Assignment for 21X officers. The collective CGO 
group had several questions as far as execution 
of some of the lessons learned, such has how 
Condition Based Maintenance+ works at Delta 
and how to incorporate Agile SCRUM/Sprint 
management in the USAF. 

The [LOA professional 
development] session was 
an invaluable mentorship 
opportunity for the 
members still in uniform 
as well as the industry 
teammates; they were 
able to hear perspective 
from a retired Air Force 
senior leader and current 
industry leader.
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One Captain asked if the Fellows thought the Air 
Force was better at advancing and modernizing 
than Industry. Capt Przybocki shared that the Air 
Force is behind industry on this front and stressed 
the value of bringing back best practices from 
EWI.

Lt Col Kaepp provided insightful feedback 
and helped vector some argument for the 
capstone projects; his 27 years of experience as a 
maintenance leader, prior enlisted maintainer, and 
acquisition experience at Kessel Run allowed for 
excellent dialogue. Lt Col Kaepp praised the group 
for meeting with them. He shared his optimism 
that the Fellows can improve the Air Force, but he 
explained some processes and budget constraints 
the Fellows would face. 

Capt Przybocki, Capt Clark, Capt Blazier, and MSgt Mirante

The [EWI/AMMOS] 
link-up was beneficial, 
the schoolhouse had 
indicated that they 
plan to incorporate 5th 
generation fighter aspects 
into future courses.
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Captain Clark, MSgt Mirante, Captain Przybocki, Captain Blaizer at AMMOS Schoolhouse

were able to answer questions about F-35 supply 
kits, the Autonomic Logistics Information System 
(ALIS), and what makes the F-35 different from other 
aircraft. The information will help the schoolhouse 
implement 5th generation lessons that better 
educate tactical leaders across the Air Force.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Capt Mitch Przybocki is wrapping up his 
Education with Industry (EWI) Fellowship at 
Lockheed Martin Aeronautics, in Fort Worth, 
TX. His next assignment will be at AF/A4LM. 
Capt Przybocki is an alumnus of Norwich 
University and holds a master’s degree in 
Executive Leadership from Liberty University.

USAF Advanced Maintenance and Munitions 
Operations School (AMMOS)

AMMOS is held in high esteem by the A4 
community. Graduates are expected to be tactical 
experts in their units and are expected to force 
multiply their Tactics Techniques and Procedures 
(TTPs) lessons learned back to the field, not unlike 
EWI graduates with Industry Best Practices.

A link-up with the AMMOS cadre would enhance 
the EWI experience for all four Fellows. The group 
could learn from the cadre and share their lessons 
learned in the Fellowship. 

The [EWI/AMMOS] link-up was beneficial, the 
schoolhouse had indicated that they plan to 
incorporate 5th generation fighter aspects into 
future courses. Capt Clark and Capt Przybocki 
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How to Keep a Supply Chain 
Running in the Face of COVID
By: Capt Justin D. Cannon

As we started the year in 2020, little did we 
know that COVID-19 was about to flip the world 
upside down and change our lives completely. 
Stop Movement orders, lockdowns, and endless 
uncertainties faced our nation and military. 
However, despite all the challenges our Air 
Force still needed to find a way to adapt and 
overcome to execute our given mission sets. At 
Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) Aviation, the 
mindset was no different, but the scale was larger. 
Aviation supports over 13,000 joint aircraft and 
other weapon systems through management 
of 1.2 million national stock numbers (NSN), 

providing logistics support to Department of 
Defense, governmental agencies, and Allied 
Nations through weapon system management, 
industrial retail supply, and strategic acquisition. 
The need to continue Aviation’s mission through 
the pandemic without delay or a decrease in 
supportability was clear from the start, and it 
continues today. This article will highlight examples 
of how Aviation provided continued warfighter 
support throughout the pandemic, from enabling 
employees in a telework environment to increasing 
communication efforts with the vendor and 
supplier base.

Image Above: Senior Airman Kyle Hodge, 86th Aircraft Maintenance Squadron, sanitizes control switches with COVID-19 aircraft 
disinfectant on a C-130J Super Hercules. Within the first month of the pandemic, aviation units across the Department of Defense 
ordered 6,867 gallons of the disinfectant and 112,900 wipes. (USAF photo by SrA Kristof J. Rixmann) 
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At the beginning of the pandemic, DLA 
Aviation faced similar challenges to that of any 
organization: how do we operate safely to protect 
our workforce while continuing to execute and 
succeed at our mission? As most units found 
out, the answer to this question was not entirely 
easy nor straightforward. Aviation established 
two essential foundations before COVID that 
were critical for a nearly seamless transition to 
continue working through the pandemic. The 
first was having over 80 percent of the Aviation 
workforce already prepared to telework to support 
the Warfighter from their home. The agility of 
the Aviation workforce was made possible by 
our DLA J6 Information Operations Team. Their 
expertise in information technology, cybersecurity, 
data management, and telecommunication 

made it possible for the Aviation workforce 
to continue providing Warfighter support 
throughout the pandemic. The other factor was 
having the Aviation Logistics Operations Center 
(ALOC) as a 24/7 command and control hub for 
Warfighter support. With direct communication 
to Aviation leadership, the ALOC team monitors 
weapon system readiness, supply chain data, 
and continuity of operations for emergencies. 
As the pandemic kicked off, the ALOC also 
transitioned to monitor local hospitalization 
trends and COVID impacts on the vendor and 
supplier bases. Combining a workforce with vast 
telework capabilities and an established C2 entity 
in the ALOC made the transition to the COVID 
environment smoother; however, there were still 
many complications to address.

Defense Logistics Agency Aviation delivers airpower solutions to deliver excellence in 
performance and responsiveness to support our worldwide customer network. 
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As we all know, communication is essential in any 
operational or industrial environment. At the start 
of the pandemic, Aviation found just how important 
communication would be in tracking COVID-related impacts 
on our vendor and supplier base. As the pandemic started 
last year, the ALOC collected inputs of 247 suppliers, with 
updates sent daily. Within the first month, 94 suppliers 
indicated significant impacts resulting in a work stoppage 
or closures due to the pandemic and expecting production 
and shipment delays. As a result, our team met daily 
to brainstorm strategies to assist suppliers in ensuring 
minimum customer delays.

Moreover, the Honorable Ellen Lord, the former Under 
Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and Sustainment 
sent a memo at the behest of DLA outlining the Defense 
Industrial Base responsibilities, expectations, and activities 
considered “Essential Critical Infrastructure” in the COVID-19 
environment. To ensure that all Aviation’s partners received 
the message, we sent the letter to each of our suppliers 
experiencing work stoppages to confirm the supplier 
received the notifications. The extra communication efforts 
provided insight and allowed many suppliers to continue 
production to support the Warfighter. Additionally, Aviation 
networked with international partners, helping strategic 
supplier locations restart production in Mexican factories 
by passing additional Essential Critical Infrastructure 
mandates. As we progress through the pandemic, our team 
continues to track and establish mitigation strategies for 
COVID impacts on the industrial base, with 13 vendors still 
experiencing delays today. Our team’s coordination with 
our suppliers and vendors proved critical in our success of 
mitigating supplier impacts by over 95 percent. As we move 
forward, we will ensure contract requirements and deadlines 
are met and analyze variances in demand requirements as 
our Air Force operational tempos pick back up. 

Despite the problems brought on by the pandemic, our 
partnerships with major suppliers improved to implement 
strategic initiatives, develop contracting strategies for 
a streamlined acquisition process, and make the overall 
supply chain process more efficient for the Warfighter. 
We worked closely to adjust purchasing and ordering 
requirements and physical material deliveries to customers. 
Moreover, we utilized virtual Joint Steering Groups, 

The agility of the 
Aviation workforce was 
made possible by our 
DLA J6 Information 
Operations Team. 
Their expertise in 
information technology, 
cybersecurity, data 
management, and 
telecommunication 
made it possible for 
the Aviation workforce 
to continue providing 
Warfighter support 
throughout the 
pandemic. 
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executive-level meetings, and performance 
reviews to ensure we were providing the support 
required to meet the Air Force’s needs. Our major 
suppliers also implemented internal initiatives 
to work with their small business partners who 
also ran into delivery delays due to employee 
quarantines, raw material shortages, and potential 
cash flow issues. One mitigation technique utilized 
by major suppliers was accelerating payments to 
small and critical businesses, with more than $18.5 
billion in advanced payments. The immediate 
increase in revenue enabled small businesses 
to remain open to continue production efforts 
as overall demands decrease throughout the 
pandemic. 

As an example of Aviation’s efforts, in coordination 
with one of our major suppliers we were able to 
decrease the level of risk by 23 percent across 
nearly 160 suppliers. Personalized mitigation 
strategies, communication, and teamwork 
increased material availability by 6 percent and cut 
over 2,000 lines of backorders through one of our 
major partnerships. Close industry partnerships 
again proved pivotal when we worked with our 
suppliers who developed and distributed personal 
protection equipment such as respirators, 
respirator filters, batteries, and masks. As the 
pandemic raised the necessity and requirements 
for these items by over 30 percent, communication 
between product specialists and the supplier 
increased dramatically. Critical backorders 
and non-mission capable status were analyzed 
hourly to help mitigate and identify customer 
priorities. As the demand continued to rise 
above the contract requirements, Aviation team 
members coordinated with the suppliers to waive 
contractual order maximums to produce required 
equipment. Through this process, as you probably 
experienced delays in receiving PPE at your bases, 
we needed to extend delivery schedules based on 
the COVID medical priorities and the vast number 
of orders worldwide across DoD. At the same 
time, many suppliers had to address non-military 

medical demands due to the Nation’s needs. 
Despite these challenges, Aviation’s efforts led 
to the decrease of non-mission capable-supply 
rates by four percent over the past year, projecting 
Joint Force mission readiness throughout the 
pandemic.

While flight operations continued through 
the pandemic, so did our logistics partners 
in performing depot maintenance. Aviation’s 
Industrial Support Activities (ISA) provides supply 
support to the Air Force’s three Air Logistics 
Centers (ALC). With the importance of continuing 
depot-level maintenance throughout the 
pandemic, our teams had to maintain their support 
and find ways to continue sustaining customer 
support needs. Like our team in Richmond, the 
ISAs went into maximum telework and found 
mitigation techniques for employees and sections 
that required an in-person presence, as safety 
was a priority. To ensure all employees were on 
the same page as the host bases, communication 
efforts were paramount to inform all parties of 
possible COVID infected areas to help prevent 
potential outbreaks. To avoid unnecessary contact, 
our team adjusted shift schedules to avoid 
overlaps and reduce the number of employees 
on-site at any given time. Additionally, supervisors 
daily reached out both to current employees, to 
maintain connectivity, as well as newly created 
teams, to extend communication and coordinate 
information across all stakeholders. The efforts 
enabled documentation of new procedures, 
action items, metric analysis, and improvement 
initiatives. While overall demands at the ALCs 
were significantly suppressed during 2020 and 
into early 2021, our backorders saw over a 40% 
reduction and maintenance actions awaiting 
parts approached historic lows, with Order 
Response Time remaining above a 90% average. 
While COVID certainly made us think in new and 
imaginative ways at the ISAs, it did not affect our 
supportability to the ALCs or the Warfighter.
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WARFIGHTER ALWAYS

Air Logistics Complexes
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Air Logistics Complexes 
averaged over 54,000 
orders a month during 
the pandemic, fulfilling 
on average over 90% of 
those orders between 
0 and 7 days. 

We faced a challenge during the 
pandemic to ensure the availability of 
cleaning and disinfectant supplies while 
worldwide demand soared. Across 92 
different items, from isopropyl alcohol 
and hand sanitizer to sanitation wipes 
and Calla 1452, our team at Aviation 
prioritized orders and got them out to 
the customers as fast as possible. When 
COVID started, the demand for these 
items increased by 81 percent. With 
medical requirements across the globe, 
many units experienced extended wait 
times and even frustrations finding items 
over the shelf at your local convenience 
stores. With these same shortages across 
the US and globe, DLA coordinated 
with FEMA, state governments, and 
the Department of Health and Human 
Services to invest nearly $2B in COVID 
contracts intended to address the 

increased requirements of supplies and 
resources. While Aviation is known for 
our supply chain support of aviation 
repair, we also provide flight safety 
equipment, mapping capabilities, 
industrial plant equipment services, 
environmental products, and industrial 
gas and cylinders. As we have seen 
through the pandemic, every managed 
asset, and capability, whether it is big, 
small, cheap, or expensive, can make an 
incredible difference in support of the 
Warfighter at any moment.

From the start in March 2020, COVID-19 
brought complications and issues that 
tested DLA Aviation’s supply chain 
capabilities and timeliness to support the 
Warfighter. The impacts to the industrial 
base, shortages of supply, and employee 
safety concerns were all initial factors 
analyzed by Aviation but quickly resolved 
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WARFIGHTER ALWAYS
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DLA Aviation Supply Chain
Air Force Material Availability (MA)

DLA Aviation Supply Chain 
MA performance for the 
Air Force remained steady 
through the pandemic. With 
an overage of over 91,000 
orders a month, Aviation’s 
MA consistently stayed 
above the 90% goal.

and mitigated. Aviation has pushed through the 
pandemic due to a well-adapted workforce and 
enhanced communication efforts. Since March 
2020, Aviation’s Air Force materiel availability rate 
(MA) has averaged over 90 percent, while MA for 
depot support averaged over 93 percent.

This sustained performance highlights the 
dedicated efforts of the 4,000 employees DLA 
Aviation entrusts to meet the Warfighter needs. 
However, the team’s efforts are still evolving, and 
the pandemic has brought about questions on 
future workforce dynamics. With over a year of 
telework experience, DLA Aviation has introduced 
planning teams to look at IT constraints and the 

future telework environment. Additionally, we 
learned that we needed to develop a process to 
trust but verify COVID-related supplier impacts 
without physically going on site. Lastly, the rapid 
changes to the supply and demand chain over 
the past year have reminded us of the importance 
of communication with our customers, suppliers, 
and industrial base. As we continue supporting 
the Warfighter, we use these lessons to grow 
and keep the supply chain running, regardless of 
any challenge the agency may face now or in the 
future.
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Roy’s Predicament:   
A Theory of Constraints Application 
By: Mr. Karl Kuwik, Maj Steve Riedl and Mr. Mike Low

Have you heard of the Theory of Constraints 
(ToC)? Some may have seen a ToC video or taken 
a class that introduced ToC. However, how many 
of us have actually used ToC to resolve a gap in 
performance? In the story below, Roy understands 
the basics of ToC, but his current plan is failing to 
resolve his shop’s gap in performance. 

Roy manages a production operation and recently 
lost one of his four workers due to budget cuts. 
Now, with only three workers remaining (referred to 
here as resources: R1, R2, & R3) he must find a way 

to keep up with customer demand which averages 
eight items per day. Currently, his shop is under-
performing and missing customer requirements 
more than 25% of the time while Work-In-Process 
(WIP), or inventory, is queued-up in front of his 
workstations and growing daily.

Roy’s shop has four workstations, A→B→C→D. The 
three workers assigned to this process are fully 
qualified on all four workstations. Overtime and 
additional workers are not authorized.

Image Above: Fairchild Showcases CBM+, Theory of Constraints to DoD Maintenance Symposium: U.S. Air Force Master Sgt. 
Derrick Brooke, 92nd Maintenance Squadron periodic inspection chief, explains to members from the Department of Defense 
Maintenance Symposium how Team Fairchild implemented Theory of Constraints at Fairchild Air Force Base, Washington, Dec 12, 
2019. TOC is a management process that enables Airmen to work efficiently and quickly, cutting time spent on inspections and costs. 
(U.S. Air Force photo by Airman 1st Class Kiaundra Miller)
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Faced with a shortage of workers, Roy has 
implemented a policy that he believes will 
maximize output. At the beginning of each shift, 
he assigns his workers to stations A, B and C. After 
two hours, Roy has each worker move down to 
the next station. This movement of workers occurs 
every two-hours. At the end of the 8-hour shift, 
each station was utilized six hours and was idle for 
two hours (see Figure 1).

In order to help Roy, we must learn more about 
his process. Let us examine Roy’s problem with 
the Theory of Constraints (ToC) methodology. 
We want to help him produce a minimum of eight 
items each shift with only three workers (R1, R2, R3).

Dr. Eliyahu Goldratt introduced ToC in 1984 in 
his book, The Goal. A thorough study of ToC will 
reveal that it is much more than a simple “de-
bottlenecking” approach. While the methodology 
is concerned about “de-bottlenecking”, there is 
much more that must be considered in pursuit 
of what ToC refers to as the system goal or 
throughput. Throughout the improvement process, 
after eliminating one or more constraints, a system 
constraint will surface which cannot be eliminated 
due to a lack of resources, policy, etc. What can 
be done when this happens? In short, we must 
manage our constraints when they cannot be 
eliminated. Some people use ToC and “Constraints 
Management” interchangeably. Most successful 
organizations spend much more time managing 
constraints each day than they do eliminating 
them. Roy, too, must learn how to manage his 
constraints more effectively. 

ToC uses a systems approach to improve system 
performance. To accomplish this, we must 
understand the system goal and be able to 
correctly answer the three change questions: 
“What to change?”, “What to change to?”, and 
“How to cause the change?”  Taking the right 
action(s) will improve system performance. Taking 
the wrong action(s) will lead to poor performance.

First, to further understand Roy’s process, we need 
to know what the system goal or throughput is. 
Throughput is a measure of the amount of goal-
achieving product being produced by a system. 
Currently, the shop produces two less than the 
required minimum eight items per shift.

Workstations

Hour A B C D

1 R1 R2 R3

2 R1 R2 R3

3 R1 R2 R3

4 R1 R2 R3

5 R3 R1 R2

6 R3 R1 R2

7 R2 R3 R1

8 R2 R3 R1

Figure 1. Roy’s Initial  
Production Schedule
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Figure 2. Simple Process Map

Workstation 
A 

4/Units/Hr 
Per Worker

Workstation 
B 

2/Units/Hr 
Per Worker

Workstation 
C 

1/Unit/Hr 
Per Worker

Workstation 
D 

3/Unit/Hr 
Per Worker

Next, we need a simple map of the process to 
better understand process flow (see Figure 2).

Now that we know the system goal and have a 
map of the process, we need to answer the three 
change questions mentioned earlier while we work 
through the five focusing steps.

What to change? 

Currently the shop is not meeting demand. We 
must identify the problem that is preventing 
the shop from achieving more throughput. Is it 
possible for Roy to better utilize the resources he 
has to increase throughput?

• Focusing Step 1 – Identify the Constraint 
(leverage point). This is what is keeping the 
system from producing more. By looking at 
the simple process map in Figure 2, we can 
see that station C has the least capacity. Let us 
take a deeper look at what might be the cause. 
Specifically, let us look at Roy’s workers. In this 
case, they are Capacity Constrained Resources 
(CCRs). Capacity Constrained Resource 
(CCR): Any resource that, if its capacity is not 
carefully managed, is likely to compromise 
the throughput of the organization. When 
Roy misappropriates his workers, this causes 
station C to under-perform and the entire 
system to not meet requirements. 
 
We can recreate how the system worked given 
Roy’s policy with only three workers. Based on 
the various capacities of each workstation and 
Roy’s assignment of his workers (identified in 
Figure 3), six items were produced at the end 
of the shift. Does Roy’s policy truly optimize 
system performance? Note the eight hours of 
idle time in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Initial Production Schedule and Results

Workstations

Hour A B C D

1 R1 R2 R3

2 R1 R2 R3

3 R1 R2 R3

4 R1 R2 R3

5 R3 R1 R2

6 R3 R1 R2

7 R2 R3 R1

8 R2 R3 R1

Workstations

Hour A Queue B Queue C Queue D

Rx4 Rx2 Rx1 Rx3

1 4 2 2 1 1 0

2 4 4 2 2 1 1

3 6 2 3 1 2 2

4 4 2 4 1 1 1

5 4 2 5 1 1 1

6 4 6 4 1 1 1

7 4 10 2 3 1 1

8 4 12 2 5 0 0

Tot Prod 24 12 6 6

Roy’s Initial Production Schedule Roy’s Starting Position Each Hour

Through the use of ToC and an analysis of 
actions taken, we can learn more about what 
led to Roy’s production shortfall. Station A over-
produced while Stations C and D under-produced. 
Roy incorrectly assumed that his workers and 
workstations had the same capacity. Regardless 
of their number, Roy’s workers should be utilized 
in such a way as to best meet customer demand 
today and in the future.

In The Goal, Dr. Goldratt 
states that an hour of lost 
productivity at the constraint 
is an hour of lost productivity 
for the entire system. 
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What to change to? 

Now that we have identified the constraint, we 
need to ensure worker capacity is not wasted by 
creating excess WIP.

• Focusing Step 2 - Exploit the Constraint 
(increases output). In The Goal, Dr. Goldratt 
states that an hour of lost productivity at the 
constraint is an hour of lost productivity for the 
entire system. Just as a chain is only as strong 
as its weakest link, a system’s output will be 
limited by the constraint’s capacity or output. 
Exploit means working smarter. 
 
While station C had the least capacity, Roy’s 
policy was a bigger constraint. Due to Roy’s 
lack of understanding, he had his CCRs 
(workers) working on the wrong things at 
the wrong time. This limits productivity! 
If we “exploit” the constraint and employ 
workers more productively, then we will get 
more output. There is sufficient capacity for 
three workers to produce more than eight 
items each shift when they are properly 
employed. We should periodically review 
our management policies, our production 
practices, and our knowledge to ensure they 
are not the source of our system’s problem(s). 

• Focusing Step 3 - Subordinate the 
Constraint (decreases WIP). The rest of the 
system (non-constraints or non-bottlenecks) 
needs to slow down to the pace of the system 
constraint. This is a very powerful step 
because if the system is not synchronized to 
the pace of the system constraint, then excess 
WIP will occur. In Queueing Theory, Little’s 
Law explains the relationship between WIP, 
throughput rate, and cycle or processing 
times. Increased WIP translates into longer 
cycle times. 
 
Sometimes WIP is increased needlessly to 
either make a metric look good or to improve 
quality. The actions of many indicate they 
value “starting work” more than they value 
“completing work.” If the system is full of work, 
increasing the amount of WIP will not increase 
output, throughput or quality. This is a source 
of hidden waste, in the form of longer cycle 
times and sometimes lower quality. Excess WIP 
is a common problem.

Capacity Constrained Resource (CCR):  
Any resource that, if its capacity is not 
carefully managed, is likely to compromise 
the throughput of the organization
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Figure 4. New Production Schedule and Results

Workstations

Hour A B C D

1 R1 R2 R3

2 R1 R2 R3

3 R1 R2 R3

4 R2 R1,R3

5 R2 R1,R3

6 R1,R2,R3

7 R3 R1,R2

8 R2 R1,R3

Workstations

Hour A Queue B Queue C Queue D

Rx4 Rx2 Rx1 Rx3

1 4 2 2 1 1 0

2 4 4 2 2 1 1

3 4 6 2 3 1 2

4 8 2 4 2 3

5 6 2 4 2 5

6 4 4 3 7

7 4 1 1 10 6

8 4 2 0 5 5

Tot Prod 12 12 11 11

Roy’s New Production Schedule Roy’s Starting Position Each Hour

• Focusing Step 4 – Elevate the Constraint 
(acquire more capacity). If steps 2 and 3 
have not sufficiently increased throughput 
then we must “elevate” the constraint to 
increase the throughput-rate. In other words, 
we must get more capacity from internal or 
external sources. This is the first step in ToC 
where money is sometimes spent to acquire 
more capacity; however, spending more 
money to buy extra capacity is not always 
necessary. Excess capacity may reside in our 
non-bottleneck resources or CCRs. Many 
organizations have excess capacity, but simply 
do not understand when, where or how to 
apply it effectively.  
 
Roy did have excess resource capacity, it led 
to excess WIP (Figure 3, Stations A and B). 

In order to “elevate” the constraint, the idle 
non-bottleneck resources (workers) must shift 
to help stations C & D produce more. This will 
help increase the throughput-rate and reduce 
cycle time and WIP. 
 
After going through focusing steps 1-4, 
Roy’s new policy is to shift workers to 
optimize throughput based on demand. He 
has protective capacity up to “eleven” to 
meet variation in demand and recover from 
previous delays. His team built a schedule that 
reflects this new policy (Figure 4). Throughput 
increased from “six” to “eleven” units per shift. 
Fantastic! Note the increase from 8 to 14-hours 
of idle time at workstations A to D did not hurt 
system throughput because workers were 
employed at workstations when and where 
they were more productive.
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• Focusing Step 5 – Go Back to Step 1. We 
will always have a constraint. This step is 
necessary because you must know where the 
current system constraint is located in order 
to eliminate it or manage it. Going through 
the first four steps could have eliminated 
the original constraint (as in Roy’s case) 
and a new constraint emerged. Roy’s new 
system constraint shifted from his shop to 
the customer’s demand for his product. His 
shop can now produce more than customer 
demand, as long as it does not exceed eleven 
units each day.

Understand that a constraint is not always 
something physical. Constraints may be outdated 
policies, incorrect metrics, insufficient knowledge, 
or mind constraints. For example, Roy’s mind 
constraint was his original approach to optimize 
shop performance. Roy’s flawed thinking was the 
system constraint. Mind constraints can be very 
difficult to resolve. Just imagine the negative 
outcomes if Roy blamed his workers for low 
output.

How to cause the change?

An effective plan must be developed and buy-
in must occur at all levels of the organization. 
There will be layers of resistance to any change. 
There may be disagreement on the nature 
of the problem, proposed solution, or the 
implementation plan. One of the ways to work 
through this resistance is to ensure decision 
makers and team members have a good 
understanding of the principles of flow and ToC.

Take-Aways

We have to work together effectively as a team. 
Supervisors must put the right people on the 
right job at the right time. With ToC, we have a 
proven way to be more successful. When trying 
to produce more of the goal, we must identify 
the system constraint. Keep in mind it could 
be something physical, or how resources are 
managed, or even a policy. In this story, station 
C had the least capacity, but there were other 
constraints inhibiting flow through Roy’s shop: 
Roy’s understanding of ToC → Roy’s policy → poor 
schedule → poor employment of workers (CCRs). 

We are not exempt from the laws of physics (Little’s 
Law). Our actions will have outcomes. Releasing 
too much work into a system too early will slow it 
down. Knowing when to and when not to release 
work is very important. Worker placement is 
important too. 

In the beginning, Roy had just lost a worker and 
was not managing his constraints effectively. He 
did not realize that effectively managing CCRs 
would help improve system performance using 
existing resources. 

In most ToC case studies, organizations had 
sufficient capacity; they simply were not utilizing 
their resources in the most effective way. The 
good news is that ToC can help provide the 
right structure to make better decisions and 

In most ToC case studies, 
organizations had 
sufficient capacity; they 
simply were not utilizing 
their resources in the 
most effective way. 
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optimize system performance. Roy’s manning was cut by 25%, but using the ToC 
methodology enabled him to increase his throughput 83%. ToC is a common 
sense approach that has been taught and successfully employed all over the 
world. Many of our existing system problems could be solved with a better 
understanding and application of ToC.

If you are interested in learning more about ToC and how to better manage your 
constraints, consider taking our online workshops and/or courses:  WKSP 0679, 
WKSP 0680, ToC 101, ToC 201, LOG 238, LOG 262, and LOG 209. Here is the link 
to the AFIT catalogue:  https://www.afit.edu/LS/catalog.cfm
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DOGTAG: Micro-Solutions 
for Big Logistics
By: 1Lt Matthew Carpenter, Matthew Paulini, 
Alex Andrekanic, 1Lt Justin Davis

In the Spring 2021 Exceptional Release (Issue 
153), you heard the origin story of DOGTAG, the 
ambitious program hellbent to “Connect the 
Logistics Force.” Now you may be asking “But 
what would you say you do here?” In this issue, we 
dive into a handful of the ongoing development 
efforts in our portfolio, talk current results from 
initial experiments that show the potential of these 
capabilities, and give a taste of where we’re going 
with all of this.

For starters, the DOGTAG Portfolio is an applied 
research effort from the Air Force Research 
Laboratory (AFRL) Information Directorate (RI) 
Warfighter Integration Branch (RISD) in Rome, 

NY. Developed in partnership with operational 
representatives from Air Mobility Command 
(AMC), the Air Force Installation and Mission 
Support Center, and AF/A4’s Tesseract, the 
portfolio consists of nine ongoing projects 
developing mobile, web-based, and hardware 
solutions. Individually, these technologies provide 
modern innovations to current challenges 
within the logistics and mobility enterprise. 
These solutions provide process improvements, 
enhanced situational awareness, and inform 
readiness in their own right. However, it is the 
larger end-to-end system that these micro-
solutions provide through integration where the 
true potential is realized.
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Currently focused on tactical edge solutions in the near term, 
these tools are starting to show the benefits of intuitive, user-
centric capabilities with a variety of logistics job functions. 
Initial experiments and evaluations have garnered positive 
feedback (discussed further below) and are generating 
significant interest. Built to function like commonplace 
websites and ubiquitous mobile applications means minimal, if 
any, training will be needed for smooth adoption into current 
processes. It is the unobtrusive data gathering, however, that 
provides the foundation for intelligent decision-making and 
predictive logistics. By leveraging these technologies as part 
of daily operations, we’re able to gather not only the same data 
as the standard paper forms but also additional information 
(such as timestamps, geolocations, and images) which provide 
real-time data flows and a new corpus of information to AF 
machine learning systems.

The DOGTAG Portfolio is 
an applied research effort 
from the AFRL Information 
Directorate (RI) [that] 
consists of nine ongoing 
projects developing 
mobile, web-based, and 
hardware solutions.

How do micro-solution apps and tools support data-to-decisions?
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The portfolio is ever expanding with new micro-
solutions that provide either complimentary 
puzzle pieces to the bigger picture or foundational 
capabilities to glue everything together. In the 
next six months, we are planning to kick off three 
new projects, three efforts to extend feature sets 
of current developments, and outline another 
handful of projects to follow. 

Currently focused on 
tactical edge solutions 
in the near term, these 
tools are starting to show 
the benefits of intuitive, 
user-centric capabilities 
with a variety of logistics 
job functions. 
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Fleet Management for the Enterprise

Real-time Hybrid IoT Networked 
Operations (RHINO) is an Android 
app, website, and backend service 
that begin to digitize and streamline 
the AF 1800 vehicle inspection form. 

The mobile application serves as a replacement 
for the paper form, allowing users the ability to 
complete an inspection and attach additional 
information, such as images, for reporting. This 
information is then accessible, in real-time, to the 
website that provides entire fleet monitoring for 
roles such as Vehicle Control Officers. Replacing 
white boards and Excel spreadsheets, a web 
dashboard provides a quick glance health status as 
well as advanced data analytics that are always up 
to date. The website also provides administrative 
features for updating vehicles within the fleet and 
configuring inspection items within the app, such 
as vehicle-specific criteria, location-based policies, 
or seasonal items.

RHINO began a 30-day experiment with the 437th 
Aerial Port Squadron at Joint Base Charleston 
in May 2021. As part of the experiment criteria, 

RHINO would be used exclusively within the 
testing period, replacing the AF 1800 and manual 
monitoring (i.e. an impressive 100+ vehicle white 
board), unless mission requirements required 
deviation. The objectives of this experiment 
were to stress test RHINO within a real-world 
operational scenario, gather usage statistics, 
detect capability gaps and bugs, and identify 
future features. Results of the experiment are still 
being compiled, but initial feedback has been 
extremely positive. TSgt Kevin Cassidy, 437 APS 
Vehicle NCOIC, said “It helps us execute safe and 
effective vehicle inspections, captures mission 
critical information, and allows us to manage the 
entire vehicle fleet in real time from an intuitive 
dashboard.” CMSgt Jeremy Fisher, 437 APS 
Charleston Superintendent, said “This tool gives 
us instant awareness of fleet issues across the port. 
We are excited for the day wherein a technology 
like RHINO will allow us to proactively schedule 
maintenance, track the vehicle ETIC status, and 
have real time awareness on the return of the asset 
to our Airmen!”

RHINO:
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Active Global Transit Visibility

Android Team Logistics Awareness 
Switch (ATLAS) is a hardware device, 
web-based dashboard, and backend 
service that provides active global 
transit visibility. Similar in form 
factor to current RFID used for air 

transportation tracking, ATLAS doesn’t rely on 
additional interrogator infrastructure. Rather, 
ATLAS reporting is done over commercial cellular 
networks, specifically a variety of 4G LTE, 3G, and 
2G. By allowing for those backwards compatible 
cellular technologies, we are able to get coverage 
worldwide (excluding the embargoed nations). 
Geolocation is based on Global Navigation 
Satellite Systems (GNSS) for high accuracy (with 
the ability to fall back to other geolocation means 
for general locations if GNSS is unavailable). The 
devices have received several certifications (FCC, 
HERO, HERP, and HERF) for airworthiness and 
identifying safe separation distance. While on-
board storage is minimal, it is able to store cargo 
manifests from the Global Air Transportation 
Execution System (GATES) for associating 
shipment details down to the transportation 
control number (TCN) level. With sensors and 
firmware to recognize when the device is not 
moving or airborne, it is able to adjust its reporting 
rate (a configurable attribute) to conserve battery 
life. With default reporting rates of 1 hour, and 4 
hours when airborne, the battery expectancy from 
full charge is 4 months. The hardware is in the 
process of receiving a provisionary patent.

In addition to the ATLAS hardware, the web 
dashboard and backend services provide 
significant monitoring detail for improved 
situational awareness. Current processes of 
phone calls and emails to find cargo will be 
reduced significantly, if not entirely, thanks to 
the dashboard and automated notifications of 
destination arrival. In addition to status monitoring 

of cargo tracking details, we are able to feed 
this information as well as the associated cargo 
manifest data into machine learning services 
that provide a wealth of trend analysis and data 
analytics. From base throughput on a total level 
to specific cargo type, we can showcase real-
time metrics to operational and strategic level 
decision-makers that inform intelligent manning 
and resourcing. 

ATLAS has gone through a variety of ground and 
air transportation tests via commercial carriers. 
In all cases, ATLAS provided greater fidelity 
compared to commercially provided tracking 
information, often much timelier as well. However, 
commercial use cases aren’t often as constrained 
as those of the Air Force. Therefore, real-world 
operational evaluation was necessary to validate 
ATLAS. 

ATLAS provided a 99% 
increase in real-time 
awareness, eliminating 
manual phone calls, with 
96% reliable reporting 
rates and 95% accuracy 
within 10 meters of the 
specified location, often 
more precise.

ATLAS:
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Mobility Guardian, AMC’s premier exercise, was 
back in full force May 2021 and would prove to be 
a great venue for ATLAS Tracking experiments. 
Testing both ground and air transportation 
applicability of ATLAS proved the efficacy of the 
technology. From passenger busses to rocket 
launching HIMARS vehicles transported within 
C-5Ms, ATLAS was able to provide tracking of 
high-value assets and cargo throughout the 
exercise. Supporting 15 missions, tracking 20 
assets, over 5 operational days, ATLAS provided a 
99% increase in real-time awareness, eliminating 
manual phone calls, with 96% reliable reporting 
rates and 95% accuracy within 10 meters of 
the specified location, often more precise. The 
experiment also identified three software bugs in 
the dashboard, which have since been corrected, 
and several future features to extend current 
capabilities to broader operational use cases.
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Unit Deployment Storefront

Unit Readiness Storefront for User 
Supplies (URSUS) is a website 
and backend service born out of 
an Airman idea from Joint Base 
Elmendorf-Richardson. Now a 
Tesseract Pathfinder developed in 

partnership with AFRL/RISD, URSUS is the first 
piece in producing an innovative digital Personnel 
Deployment Function (PDF). There are two main 
user interfaces presently developed in the system: 
one for Unit Deployment Manager (UDM) roles 
and one for Individual Protective Equipment 
(IPE) Warehouse personnel. This is similar to a 
buyer and fulfillment personnel relationship in 
commercial retail.

The UDM dashboard is designed for bulk 
uploading or adding deploying force information 
to the system. They are also able to validate sizing 
requirements and add required IPE items to the 
baggage order. Additionally, the dashboard 
shows a variety of metrics regarding on-going 
deployment functions.

An initial beta version of URSUS was evaluated 
through a series of experiments at Joint Base 
Elmendorf-Richardson’s Polar Force exercise in 
March 2021. This was the first test and evaluation 
of the technology in a realistic, operational 
setting. The experiment criteria included baseline 
evaluations of current manual processes to get 
reference points of how long standard practices 
take to complete. A basic 5-minute training was 
then provided on how to use the technology with 
a series of comparable experiments run using 
URSUS.

For the Unit Deployment Manager (UDM) function, 
SMSgt Jon Phillips was one of the people to 
receive training. In under 5 minutes, he was using 
the website to load 43 deploying force members 

URSUS:

along with their required IPE baggage and 
associated sizes. “This is so intuitive.... My training 
is that I shop on Amazon,” he said. To complete 
and validate the information for all 43 people, it 
took 5 minutes and 6 seconds. This represented a 
98% reduction compared to the current standard 
process that averaged 4 hours and 15 minutes for 
40 people. 
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Once the deploying force IPE requirements were 
uploaded by the UDM, the order was instantly sent 
to the IPE Warehouse for pulling items, building 
baggage, and palletizing for deployment. The 
IPE personnel received training on how to assign 
a baggage build, print the packing slip, update 
build status within the Kaban-style dashboard, 
and finalize a build. Training, again, was roughly 5 
minutes and done as a group for the 8 personnel 
working the build experiment. Baseline measures 
on current standard practices averaged 8.5 hours 
to process 80 baggage orders from assignment 
through tagging a completed baggage build. 
With URSUS, we were able to provide more 
insight into the current status of the build (similar 
to a Domino’s Track Your Pizza function), while 
significantly increasing the processing time. For 
an 80 bag build with 8 personnel processing the 
order, the same scenario at the baseline, total 

processing time took 46 minutes, a 91% increase in 
efficiency.

This shows significant manning and cost 
savings from current capabilities of URSUS. The 
experiment identified 4 bugs which have already 
been addressed by the development team. 
Additionally, new features to further increase the 
simplicity and effectiveness of the technology 
were brainstormed for follow-on development 
efforts; including mobile interfaces for warehouse 
personnel. The success of this experiment was 
immediately recognized and highlighted by Gen 
Hurry during her keynotes presentation at the 2021 
LOA Symposium just a day later. Further support 
has been garnered by a variety of bases interested 
in participating in future evaluations as well as a 
$417K PACAF Innovation Award to continue feature 
development.
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Digital Transformation Crossroads: The 
DoD, Technology, and Readiness
By: Dave Robbins

The US Department of Defense declares its 
enduring mission, “to provide combat-credible 
military forces needed to deter war and protect 
the security of our nation.” With the world’s largest, 
most complex service supply chains to manage, 
it’s no surprise the DoD seeks out all possible 
innovations to improve readiness. Their forces are 
enhanced at an increasing pace through science, 
technology, and software innovation.

How can the US Armed Services endure the forces 
of digital transformation? Simply put, through 
technology. Several bedrock technologies 
contribute significant gains in Warfighter 

readiness. Service supply chain optimization 
remains the cornerstone of their decree to 
maximize readiness.

Digital Transformation

The DoD is not immune to the technology-based 
waves of digital transformation radically changing 
civilian businesses and economies. The impact 
is felt extensively within the industry sectors of 
the DoD, & DoD OEMs managing Performance-
Based Logistics (PBL) with the military and 
allied Warfighters. Strategic modernization is 
a significant part of their strategy to maximize 
Warfighter readiness, a persistent, principal goal.

Image Above: An F-22 Raptor soars through the air July 1, 2010, on its way home to Joint Base Pearl Harbor-Hickam, Hawaii. The 
first two F-22s, the U.S. Air Force’s most advanced fighter jet, were dedicated July 9, 2010, at a ceremony here. (U.S. Air Force photo/
Senior Airman Gustavo Gonzalez)
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As the military modernizes its technology 
infrastructure, people, process, and data 
rationalization, they must remain vigilant 
not to get caught up in the whirlwind of 
buzzwords and tech trends. There is so 
much buzz now around cloud IL,5,6 cloud 
capability, AI/ML/IoT, Digital Twins with AR/
VR, predictive maintenance, and on and on. 
For a good reason, since the use cases for 
these technologies are so compelling to the 
Aerospace & Defense sectors. For enduring 
impact, though, we need to take advantage 
of bedrock technologies, including SPM, 
MRO, ERP, and PLM. Ensuring these four 
technology pillars are stable, modern, and 
strengthened delivers not only significant 
benefits now but also creates the bedrock 
foundation needed for new projects to 
capitalize on the emerging technologies.

Bedrock DoD Service 
Supply Chain Systems:

Emerging Technologies:

• Service parts management (SPM)
• Maintain, repair, overhaul (MRO)
• Enterprise resource planning (ERP)
• Product lifecycle management (PLM)

• Machine Learning (ML)
• Artificial Intelligence (AI)
• Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT)
• Digital Twin
• Augmented Reality (AR)
• Virtual Reality (VR)
• Big Data
• Predictive Maintenance
• Gov Cloud L5, L6 (unclassified 

& classified operations)

https://www.ptc.com/en/blogs/service/future-of-safety-stock-and-material-planning
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Behind the Scenes Impact 

The same blistering pace of technology 
innovation impacting civilian business, commerce, 
and service impacts the DoD. Leslie Paulson 
characterized it aptly in her LiveWorx keynote: “A 
tsunami of technology innovation is rushing toward 
us. The next ten years will have more technology 
innovation than the last 100.”

Innovative equipment emerges rapidly to help 
protect Americans and troops on and off the 
battlefield. With these innovative weapon systems 
and assets come ever-increasingly complex service 
supply chain challenges. Optimizing the service 
supply chain is paramount to ensure that even 
the most complex weapon system is available to 
support the Warfighters’ mission.

Hidden from view are growing numbers of behind-
the-scenes data scientists, functional users, I/T 
technology experts, and logisticians who improve 
the frontline Warfighters’ readiness to de-escalate 
conflict, respond to disaster, or keep the peace.

Enterprise Standardization on Servigistics

The US Department of Defense demands the 
highest standards from the software or software as 
a service (SaaS) it uses. Strict standards combined 
with rigorous, independent analysis ensure 
maximum value will be delivered. Servigistics is 
the only enterprise integrated solution consisting 
of planning, forecasting, and Readiness Based 
Sparing (RBS) optimization in one enterprise 
platform that is purpose-built for Aerospace & 
Defense. Servigistics exceeds their strict standards 
and rigorous vetting process to be the de facto 
standard within the US Air Force, US Coast Guard, 
and many other US and Allied Warfighters, Boeing, 
Lockheed Martin, Northrop Grumman, and many 
other DoD OEMs. Servigistics capitalizes on 
advanced, integrated, enterprise technologies 
such as SaaS Cloud Level IL5, ML, AI, and 
Advanced Analytics, all with the enterprise in 
mind.

https://archive.liveworx.com/sessions/advanced-data-science-service-parts-optimization
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Servigistics capabilities are sharp to deliver 
Readiness Based Sparing to DoD specifications, a 
feat no other vendor can duplicate in an enterprise 
integrated COTS-based planning, forecasting & 
optimization platform. Servigistics has innovated 
with technologies like machine learning, 
artificial intelligence, and advanced optimization 
algorithms for decades. Today, these innovations 
meld together to:

• Improve planning and forecast accuracy to 
readiness

• Maximize the use of existing inventory to 
demand in both SA supply availability and Ao 
Availability of fleet or by weapon system.

• Budget to mission availability
• Supply availability, weapon system availability, 

and metrics for improved decision making
• Minimize order and Item Manager disruptions 

with exception management
• Harmonize global mission demands with supply 

throughout the entire organization

For 20+ years, I have worked with many US DOD 
clients, Allied Warfighters, and Homeland Security 
organizations. We have been talking about the 
vision of sense and respond capabilities in global 
supply chains for years. The technology is here 
today that enables modern supply chains to 
realize that vision with bedrock technologies and 
emerging technologies.

Within the DoD’s complex supply chain are 
extensive sources of data, often siloed by 
organization. Modern technology innovations help 
uncover the value of understanding, rationalizing, 
and taking action with this data. It is crucial 
to understand the use cases by organization 

to maximize value. Success with each mission 
contributes to the broader enterprise mission, 
ensuring enterprise mission harmony.

With a legacy of service supply chain optimization 
dating back 40 years, Servigistics is the outcome 
of over $1B of investment and hundreds of person-
years of development from the industries brightest 
minds. Receiving unanimous praise from 3rd-party 
analysts IDC, Gartner, and Forrester in every 
service parts management report ever published – 
over 20 years with a most recent report in January 
2020 by IDC.

Accelerating Innovation

Servigistics 12.1 was released in May 2020 and 
enhanced many features. Performance Analytics 
and Intelligence module, including the use of 
Artificial Intelligence techniques to do root cause 
analysis to identify strategies for improving 
supply chain planning. Servigistics also enhanced 
and strengthened its Connected Service Parts 
Management module by boosting the integration 
with ThingWorx, PTC’s award-winning Industrial 
IoT platform. 

Impact of Uncertainty

Uncertainty is not new to service supply chains. 
Planning, forecasting, & optimization systems 
exist specifically to mitigate uncertainty. When 
unprecedented uncertainty strikes, organizations 
need to make the best decisions to adapt 
to new circumstances. Enterprise integrated 
platform solutions, like Servigistics, help augment 
the capabilities of operations research, item 
managers, and improve the decision making of the 
chain of command leadership.

With a strategic focus on the needs of the enterprise, 
we can avoid the age-old problem of siloed 
capabilities within pockets of the organization.  

https://www.ptc.com/en/news/2020/news-brief-servigistics-service-parts-optimization-innovation
https://www.ptc.com/en/products/thingworx
https://www.ptc.com/en/products/thingworx
https://www.ptc.com/en/blogs/corporate/questions-for-embracing-the-defense-sector-new-normal
https://www.ptc.com/en/blogs/corporate/questions-for-embracing-the-defense-sector-new-normal
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Major General H. Brent Baker, Sr., (ret), USAF, 
said it well: “Without a doubt, service parts 
optimization has a huge impact on military 
readiness. Technology like Servigistics is 
irreplaceable because it helps us ensure a mission-
capable force.”

With bedrock technology firmly in place to 
capitalize on new opportunities with emerging 
technologies, the US Department of Defense 
is best positioned to accomplish its mission. 
Technology contributes to improved Warfighter 
readiness, and the heroes who use it behind-
the-scenes deserve recognition for operating 
with excellence supporting the mission of the 
Warfighter.

Expert Recommendations

So, how can the US Armed Services endure the 
forces of digital transformation? By understanding 
the use cases of emerging technologies and how 
best to digitally weave them together with bedrock 
planning and execution systems in the service 
supply chain. Many emerging technologists claim 
too much! Avoid the mirage of market buzz and 
shallow claims that emerging technology alone 
is a panacea. The emerging technologies can 
enhance, but do not replace bedrock capabilities. 
These capabilities enable sense and respond 
automation in the DoD supply chain to the op-
tempo of the mission, despite the uncertainties 
that need to be dealt with day-to-day in the supply 
chain to support the mission.

With a strategic focus on the needs of the 
enterprise, we can avoid the age-old problem 
of siloed capabilities within pockets of the 
organization. Harnessing technology, the effect 
of digital transformation will lead to maximum 
readiness and availability while increasing 
operational excellence.

As the military modernizes 
its technology infrastructure, 
people, process, and data 
rationalization, they must 
remain vigilant not to get 
caught up in the whirlwind of 
buzzwords and tech trends.

A tsunami of technology 
innovation is rushing toward 
us. The next ten years will 
have more technology 
innovation than the last 100.
—Leslie Paulson, PTC
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US Forces Afghanistan Retrograde: A U.S. Air Force C-17 Globemaster III aircraft pilot assigned to the 816th 
Expeditionary Airlift Squadron, and a flying crew chief assigned to the 8th Expeditionary Aircraft Maintenance Squadron, 
perform a preflight inspection prior to flying a mission in support of the Resolute Support mission in Afghanistan, May 6, 
2021. The C-17 is capable of rapidly delivering troops and cargo to main operating bases and forward operating bases in 
the U.S. Central Command area of responsibility. (U.S. Air Force photo by Senior Airman Brandon Cribelar)

P H O T O  H I G H L I G H T
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